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1. Introduction, 
There is an extensive literature about the mixing of sol.d 

II II II 1 t • • ,II particles; concepts like ideal mix•_ng or comp e e m1.x1.ng 

and 11 degree of mixj_ng" are often defined in different ways rnd 

reveal some confusion of ideas. A statistical approach seems 

to be the most appropriate one 

cepts, cf. LACEY [5] , BUSLIK 

and HERDAN [4] . 

for the definition of these con

[2], BLUMBERG and MARITZ [1], 

These authors point out that it is hardly evitable to con

sider the problem statistically, moreover this has the advan

tage of providing statistical techniques for the investigation 

of mixtures. In this and subsequent reports some suggestions 

about this subje:ct will be given and a number of statistical 

methods will be described, which can be applied to prob~ems of 

practical importance concerning the mi ing of solid particles. 

A mathematical treatment of technicf1l problems is a.1ways 
i 

necessarily so®ewhat schematic. In this report only a very 

simple model will be considered; amixture of two components 

consisting of particles of two types, A and]) , equal in form 

and size, and only differing (for instance) in colour and pos

sibly in weight. In practice this case will rarely occur; it 

is however 1iseful for demonstrating the statistical character 

of the problems at hand and the statistical methods which may 

be used. This report is thus exclusively meant as a theoretical 

introduction to the statistical approach to the theory of mix

tures and as an incomplete survey of the literature dealing 

with the subject. It is the intention to discuss more compli

cated mixtures in a later report. 

In the following section a survey of the various defini

tions of complete mixing for this simple model, as stated by 

diffefent authors, will be given and a discussion of these de

finit1-ons is presented; then the concept "degree of mixing 11 

and ~ts statistical properties will be develop~d. 

2. i'he concept -, 
l 

LACEY [5] 

of "complete mixing 11 • \ 

quotes the following definitions\of 
i 

URE: 

Dj2fini tion a: A complete mixture is an entirely hc\..,mogeneous 
', 

/mixture, i.e. a mixture of which every sample conta\j.ns the same 
f fraction of A -particles. ¾ 

/ It is evident that one cannot adhere strictly to :~i-
nition, for.i taking a sample consisting of one particle, this~~ 

can only conform to the requirements stated in this definition 
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if the mixture consists of one component only and then it is no 
longer a nnxture. Taking larger samples, it is still impossi"'.J:Le 

to obtain always exactly the same fraction of A particles. 
As a matter of fact this definition is only useful for mix

tures of completely mixable fluids and the like and in the form 

given above it is not adaptable to solids (cf.NASKE [7] and 

LACEY [5] ) , 

Definition b: A complete mixture is a mixture with the greatest 

possible regularity (cf, e"g, VALENTINE and MAC LEAN [9]), 

This definition leads to a lattice for the particles, just 

as the ions in a crystal, as the ideal form of a mixture. Evi-· 
dently this cannot be obtained with the usual mixing processes 

and this definition misses its aim (cf. also LACEY f 5] ) , 
Definition c: A complete mixture is a mixture which might have 
been obtained by distributjng the particles of its components 

at random in the mixture. 
This definition (given in a somewhat different form by 

LACEY [5] and BLUMBERG and MARITZ [1] ) is based on a sta

tistical approach and a small refinement makes it suitable for 
at least the above mentioned simple mixture of particles A ant 

B , both components being exactly alike except e. g, in coloUJ:', 

This correction was given by BUSLIK [2] . 
In the first place it should be indicated that a mechanical 

mixing )rocess, which is not influenced by the cobur cf the par-
ticles, can never lead systematically to a more satisfying re-

sult (if all particles have the same weight) than a random dis 

tribution of the A particles in the mixture. For the mixing 

machine cannot distinguish the cobur of the particles, which 
makes a systematic distribution of the A gra:lns in the mixture 
by means of the mixing procedure impossible, If such a syste
matic distribution is present at the beginning of the mixing 

process - e.g. if the A particles are put in the mixing vessel 

before the~ particles - the purpose of the mixing is to des

troy this systematic distribution. If the mixi~g is pursued 
untill the original situation has no influence any more on the 

result, then there is no place in the mixture where we might 
expect to find an A particle more often than in any other place. 

If the particles of component A have a weight differing from 
those of B, then it would perhaps be possible to construct a 
mixing machine, which using this difference in weights meets 
the requirements of definition a or b as we 11 as possible. 
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With the existing types of mixing processes however (stirring, 

shakingJ turning etc.)J a difference in weight can only have a 

disadvantageous effect on the degree of mixing by causing se-

gregation. It is therefore a reason for contentment if one 

succeeds in constructing a mixing machine which does not dis-

criminate between particles of different weightJ i.e. a mixing 
machine which is equally efficient for components with different 

weights as it is for components with the same weight. Hence; 

for the usual mixing processesJ our reasoning also holds for 

these kinds of mixtures 1 and we shall stick to the argument 

given. 
There is however one other objection to the use of defi-· 

nition c as it stands. A random process of mixing may also 

produce very poor results 1 for instance even a mixture with 
all A particles at the bottom and all .B particles at the 

top is 2 not impossible result. In strict accordance with de

finition c thereforeJ all mixtures should be called 'ideal II or 

"complete 11 , and this of course is not the intention. This dif• 

ficulty can be avoided by applying the term "complete" to the 

mixing process itself instead of to its result (i.e. the mix
ture). This does not, of course, change the fact that a com-· 

plete mixing process can still produce bad mixtures. Just as a 

true die can produce the number six a thousand times in a row, 

a complete mixing process can produce a result that does not 
deserve the name 1~ixture 11 • In both cases however this will 

rarely occur. Nevertheless the term "complete" seems a little 

too strong as it suggests the impossibility of a poor result. 

For this reason we propose to replace this term hy the statis-
tical term ;;random", which describes the situation more realis-

tically, and we shall use the term "random mixing process". 
This J.eads to: 

Definition d: A mixing process is called random if all particles 
are distributed independantly in the mixture in such a way, that 

for every component of the mixture the probability of findir>; 
a particle of this component in a given place -is the same for 

all places in the mixture. 
This definition on which BUSLIK [2] J but also LACEY [5] and 

BLUMBERG and MARJ:'l'Z [1], base tht..ir statistical consideratj .1~, 

may servG as the "Jasis for the development of statistical mc.thcx:1E, 

A random mixins pr~cess diffcrs from one not satisfying de
finition din th~0 r8spect, that thu latter stows a preference 



for some sort of system in the mixture. An example of this i~ 

a mixing )recess which has not been applied long enough. The 

result will then show resemblance to the initial situation. 

Though this mixing method can produce the same mixtures ss 

a random process. mixtures still resembling the initial situ

ation will be more exceptional with the latter process than 

with the former one. 

Furthermore statistical methodsar'emw avaiJable fcrtestmg Whe:hrr 

a m.:lxing procws is random against special well defined al terns

tive possibities, so that problems of practical importance can 

be investigated. We will return to this subject later on. 

Definition d also leads to plausible definitions of the 

concept "(egree of mixing"~ and it corresponds to-a certain 

degree with definition a: it follows from the definition that 

samples tlith many particles will have approximately the same 

structure as the whole mixture. with onl~ a small probability 

of large deviations. These questions will be treated in the 

next sect2ons 1 which are partly based on the references given 

at the end of this paper. 

3. A de.finitwn of 'l:legree of mixing" and the statistical proper:_-·. 

ties of this coefficient. 

One of the most frequently occurrtng problems is the est~ 

mation of the degree of mixing of a given mixture on account 

of a number of samples taken from this mixture, To this end \'/8 

introduce a coefficient closely connected with the variance of 

the compos:Ltion of the samples, as has been done by LACEY [5] J 

BUSLIK [2] , a ,o, 

We suppose that the mixture described in the introduction 

is composed of N gra:ins of type A and f"'/ grains of type B; 
-1. samples are taken containing rn,, n,,_, ..... , '>:.£ particles respec• 

tively. The samples taken together are supposed to form a small 

part of the mixture only. Only one condition is imposed with 

respect to the way of taking the samples: the probability of 

a particle to belong to a sample should not depend on whether 

it is an A or a B -particle. On the other hand-the place of a 

particle in the mixture may influence this probability; the 
samples need not be taken at random. 

Under these circumstances the samples. even if not taken 

at random themselves. have a random composition if the mixing 
process is a random one. 

More Jrecisely, if 



(1) 1- N 
Nd1 

and if the mixing is random; then an arbitrary particle of an 

arbitrary sample has probability 1 to be of type A , and -;z to 
j 

be of type B. 
If now!::.,, .. ,Z:.-1: 1)respectively are the fractions of A par-· 

ti-cles in -I_ samples of 71;, ..... , ,r':fc particles respectively :i then 

we can summarise the results of the sampling in the following 

2 x -J.. table: 

Sample number: 

1 2 1 

( 2) fraction A 2:-, X. ~{ -2 

fraction] /_ X ,_ X. 1-.!:; -, -2 

O~ with the numbers of particles instead of the fractions: 

Sample number: 

1 2 /4. total 

(3) number of A 'l'I. )'.. -n, -¾. 'l'Ji ~..£ L n..i- ~J ,-, 
particles .B n{t-X) n {L:it.) ' "fl_.£(, - ~1;:) r ')'!. r,- :x..) 

I -1 :I. -i J- -d-

total 71.; n 
2. 

-n m; ::i: -n. 

From the theory of the { 2 distribution it now follows that 

under the hypothesis of random mixing the statistic 

(4) 

has approximately a 
The statistic 

2 

{. distribution with 1. degrees of freedom. 

2. ,£ 

(5) V =) =-(~- _x_")2/X:(1_x."' 1=L-n. x.2 /4."l;_x_"")_ n-x.."'~_x."') _1_2 J=1 t J -11~ -/ J-,;.:..t' -/ -1. -/{' -, 

(/x" = _L -n. ~- /n) 
-------··--------- t=' J if 

1) An underlined symbol indicates a random variable, i.e. a 
variable possessing a probability distribution; the same eym-

bol:i not underlined, is used to denote values assumed by such 
a random variable. 
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is, under the same 
2
hypothesis., also distributed approximately 

according to a l distribution, with l_, degrees of freedom; 

In this formula ~*represents the fraction of A grains in all 

1 samples taken together. 
This· makes it possible, when the -n.. are known and the x. are -. 

observed, to test the randomness of the mixing process used. 

, When 5 is known 1- f. should be used, otherwise i: . 
In both cases the l~rge values of 12. ( a..:: ,, 2 ) constitute 

-a. 
the critical region, i.e. lead to rejection of the hypothesis 

of randomness. The tests are one-sided (to the right) as is 
. y'- 2) 

nearly always the case with the I\. method. 
To introduce a mixing coefficient we try to find a variable 

which will assume a value approximately equal to 1·if the 
mixing is ra:.1c:au. LACEY [5] proposes as such the coefficient 
'{lf].7: for the case that 1 is known) and one might analogously 

take V(J-)/l; for unknown J .These coefficients are chosen 
on the following grounds. A mixture is worse according ee the 
value of { 2 (a,= 1,2.) is higher; it is therefore natural to put 

~z in the denominator. Furthermore by taking the root we 
-a. 

get a linear measure and finally, in the case of random mixint, 

the ,,,_,]t:temntical exp( ctation of { 2 equals /_ and that of ~ 2 

_, -2 

equals n(L,)/fn--1), which is approximately equal to {_, for large 

n . It is, however, easy to prove that this coefficient 
proposed by LACEY has, in both cases, a mathematical expecta
tion larger than 1 :'.:' the m~ xing is random; this is a consequence 

v2 -
by the presence of .1a... in the denominator. If one -\takes the value 
1 to indicate randomness of the mixing process, this leads 
on the average to a flattered view as regards the quality of 

the mixing processes under investigation. This effect is of 
some importance for small values of 1 , but not for large ones. 

Its extent can be investigated by using the above mentio•• 

ned ~ 2 approximations for the distribution of J,2 and x:. 
These approximations are quite good even for small values of{ 
if the ni are sufficiently large and this will usually be the 
case with samples from mixtures of small particles. 

It can be proved, that the mathematical expectation of i-' 
with v degrees of freedom is given by 

2) BLUMBERG and MARITZ [1] give the same kind of test for 
known 5 bnt- rhi:,v ""'mnlicate things needlessy applying the 
transformation x. = 2 L-:,m V;:'. 

L "J ' 
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(6) r(tv-1)/2)/vT. r(v/2-), 

where r represents the complete Gammafunction. By means of this 

formula the expectation C ~ has been calculated and the re--

sults are given in Table I. Rather large deviations from 1 

occur for v < /O . 

However, substituting v- 3/2 for v we find much smaller de-· 

vi at ions. ( 'rhe value 3/2 has been found experimentaly). For V-➔ = 
the difference betw ,en v 2nd v- 3/2. vanishes and both expect a-• 

tions have the value 1 as their limit. 

( 7) 

Table I 

The mathematical expectation of two mixing

coufficients in the case of aselect mixing. 
\) l Vvj,C' t., V<v- 3/2)/ J 2, 

2 1,77 o,886 

3 1,38 0,977 
4 1,25 0,991 

5 1,19 0,995 
6 1,15 0,997 
7 1,13 0,998 
8 1,11 0,3199 
9 1, 09 0,999 

10 1,08 0,999 

.In connection with this result the coefficients 

and 

resp0cti vc1y might be introduced for J known and unknown res-

pecti vely. In both cases the tests described above for the hy-
pothesis of random mixing remain unchanged. 

4. Mixtures of more than two components. 

If a mixture consists of more than two components, all par-· 

ticles being of the same shape and size, differing for instan-· 
ce only u1 colour, it is possible to test for each of the com

ponents separately whether its particles are distributed at 

random over the mixture, by treating this component as type A 
of the foregoing sections and all the others together as one 

component of type B . 
The above mentioned theory can then be applied without eny 

changes. However it is also possible to test for all compo-

nents simultaneously whether the mixing is random or not. 
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Denoting the components by q, ..... > C;,_ we get, analogously 

tc. (3 L a nxl.. table. 

Sample number: 

1 2 -i toti!ll 

of I~ n,~,, -n2 X 12 '"¼x,-lt f_ 
-n.J ~ ,j J-" 

humber 

particles 

c~ -"" 'Y!.-,~fo., 'Yl.2.¾· ~~,f,~ 1:-n.:x: 
,j.;1 if -

total n n 'n. n 
I 2 'J_ 

If the fractions of C,, .. _ . ,C.ei_ in the mixture are 

1,,- ·,5.;: (Z-\,, 1) then 

2 .i -1 
(8). t3 = i~ l, 'YtJ fa,j - 1J/{ 
has approximately a { 2 distribution with -f (-fi._ 1) degrees of 

freedom and 

(9) * -f.. ) (x :::n-'?n.x. .. 
-. J=' J--•J 

a {' 2 (listribution with (L,)(/i_,) degrees of freedom. Large 

values of X 2 
( a.."' 3, Li ) again are critic al. The mixing-coef ·· 

• CL 

ficients 

and 

can be introduced in analogy of the above mentioned mixing 
coefficients M, and M 2 . 

5. Other statistical methods. 

The {' 2 coefficients dealt with in the preceding sections 

measure to a certain extent the character of the mixture, but 
they do not give a detailed impression of the mixture. If for 

instance the value of { 2 
, found for a certain set of samples, 

indicates deviaticns frcm randomness it does not give any indi-

cations of the source of these deviations; it may be that some 
of the samples differ strongly from the rest or all of them mav 

be more different from one another than would be expected in t;_ 
case of randomness. More detail may be found in a simple 
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graphical method, which will be described in this section. This 

method, which has been proposed by BUSLIK [2] for samples of 

equal size, will be given here for smmples of different sizes 

too. For. this method 5 is supposed to be known. Let the num- · 

ber of particles in the samples be nJ (J =-1, ... , i) and let the 

mixing be random, then the fractions ~J of A particles for 

large va1ues of nj are approximately normally distributed v1ith 

mean J anc. variance V'fp/mj' (r;_= '-J). The exact distribution is, 

for every j, a binomial one, which is asymptotically normal for 

n.-. co . The quantities 
J 

(11) ( J = ,, ... ) -i) > 

called the reduced observations, are independently distribute( 

and appro~imately N(o,1) (i.e. normal with mean O and variance 

1) . 

Let F (x) be the cumulatJ.ve distribution function of the 

N(o,1) cHstribution and ~ (x) 
tribution function of the x. 

-J 

the experimental cumulative dis•

' i.e. let 

( 12) Fi (7) ;; o., j l 

if there are a, values among the 

x, . .... , "&.{ . which are == x 

then F(x) and~(~) can be plotted together in a graph. Cf. 
fig. 1 . 

This l<:j_nd of graph shows more detail than just one number 

can do. In the case outlined in fig. 1, it is clear, for in

stance, that there were too many samples with too small values 

of ~ i.e. too many samples with not enough particles of 
type A. 

This method is closely connected with a test, called the 

KOLMOGOROV--SMIRNOV test, for the hypothesis of random mixin2;. 
The test statistic of this test is 

( 13) d =-· t1C//X_ I F(X:) _ £-r (x) I. 

the largest distance in vertical direction between [j(X:) and. F(~~·, 

This random variable d. has, in the case of random mixin~ a knr,· · 

probability distribution, extensively tabulated for large f (b·1 

means of an approximation) 



by SMIRNOV [8] ~ while for -Jf.fi.35 some points of the exact dis•

tribution have been tabulated by MASSEY [6] 
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Fig, 1. An experimental and the theoretical cumulative distri., 

but ion function of x for --l."" 12 The points on the X: scale 

represent the reduced observations~,,· .. , x~. 

The latt~r writer also gives a clear summary of the method 

and discus.ses the power of the test. Denoting by d...d. the criti-• 

cal value of 4 for the level of significance c,1... , we can plot 

two lines on both sides of F(x) , one situated do1,. higher anc', 

the other d.o1-- lower than F( 'x.) • This has been done in Fig .1. for 

cJ.. = o.os and -f.= 12 • Except for a probability cf.. - .f-t (x) will 

be situated completely within this region. If this is not the 

case ( as in fig. 1.), then one can reject the hypothesis of ran•· 
dom mixing, with respect to a level of significance o'- • 

The statistic d can also be transformed into a mixing co-· 

efficient. As d itself takes values between o and 1, low values 

indicating a high degree of mixing and high values a low one, 

f_d might be used as a mixing coefficient. The values found in 
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practice will then, however, only seldom be close to O or 1. 
Instead of ; _ cl we could also use for instance the tailproba•• 
bility belonging to the value of d found. Approximate values of 

this tailprobability are tabulated, for not too small values of 
.J, , in the table of SMIRNOV [8] . This tailprobabili ty only 

assumes values between O and 1, small values denoting bad mixing 
and larger ones good mixing. The mathematical expectation of 
this tailprobability is equal to½ in the case of random mixing. 
By taking twice the value of the tailprobabili ty we get a mathe•

matical expectation equal to 1. 

More important than the definition of such a coefficient 
however is the knowledge of its probability distribution under 

certain hypotheses and the possibility ·of testing whether or 

not two values found for different mixtures indicate a syste-· 
matic difference between these mixtures. In a later report we 
will see that the method just discussed and also the t 2 methods 

dealt with in the previous sections do indeed procure tests of 
this kind. 

A drawback of the above dicussed method of KOLMOGOROV-SMIR
NOV is thc1t it can only be applied if 1 is known. 

6. Samples of equal size. 

If all samples are of equal size, i.e. if 

(14) 

the formulas (4) and (5) can be simplified to 

( 4 I) 

and 

( 5 I) 

As a rule one will try to comply with (14). If (14) is only 

approximately fulfilled, one might take the mean of n.for m and 
<T still use (4 1 ) and (5'). BLUMBERG and MARITZ [1] have shown thet 

this inaccuracy has no large influence on the result. This can 
also be understood in a way slightly different from theirs, as 

follows. Let 

(15) and -n. = '>'!.. - 'Yn., 

J J 
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In the case of random mixingj we have: 

and therefore 

and 

where 

-'( .I I -71 ,2.) 
'l'n. I_ m '1"t j +- "/'Yl ,yr_j • 

Therefore 

Denoting 

(16) 
2.{} 0-1,;;;-- ,2 O' 'Yl... = -1( L n.. , 

d . J-

it follows, that 

(17) 

This e:xpected value will excede that cf ), 2 0111-Y slightly ..1., } ... 
if 

the 

Cf' 2 [ry'-J-}/-m 2
· is smnll. The same n,lds fot .1.t and 

influence on the higher moments may }e exam:ined along s i-• 

milar lines, 

The test of KOLMOGOROV -SMIRNOV is 1;1.'so more simple for Equal. 

values of n~ ( 11) then reduces to 

( 11 I ) 

and we c2n use x" itself instead o,t:' 'f',: , the denominator now 

being the same for every L The~~ aze now approximately nor

mally distributed with mean 1 and variance V1'?./:·n.· and we can 

now compm:,e ff (x) with F(-0 instead of. .4_ (X:-) with F(x), F(x) 
represent:i_ng the c·1mulative distributior, function of the nor .. 

mal dis cri!)ution with mean } and varHrt,ce Vs '12 /-m. '· 
7. Samples of unknown size 

The supposition, made up to now, that ~he amounts 'YL.are 
L 

known; is, especially for fine grained pow{ers ratherunrealistic 
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Often ont.: will have a vague idea about the order of magnitude 

of 'YI... , without being able to determine these values exactly, 
L 

If the ratio of the -n. is known more or less exactly, for 
~ 

instance from the ratio of the weights or of the volumes of the 

sgmples 1 8nd if 

(18) 
I I ' n 1 : n 2 : ..... : ~ = n, : n 2 : ..... ~ 

with 

( 19) 

I -n . • known, then we can put 

I 
'YL_ = a...n. 

t rJ 
(j = 1, ..... ) -i) 

11 

and then an upper confidence limit for ~, under the hypothe
sis of random mixing, with a given confidence coefficient ,_~J 
roay be determined. 

If 5 is known, one cc:in proceed as follows. 
Take, from a table of the { 2 distribution with -If. degrees 

of freedom, the critic al value ,{~ corresponding with level of 

significance d... (for instance c1--. = o,os). In the case of random 

mixing we thus have 

P[~~ < ~:] = ,_Q( . 

By means of (14) and (19) this expression gives 
-I:. 2 r[1-•-rz-•a.r n-'<~--1l§t]= ,_d,._ 

) r' J- J-

If the observed values of x,, .... , ~4. 

follows thc:it 

( 20) 
< \2./">.{ I 2 a.....= ~ 'YJ /L :--- n. ( x. _ J) 

j l "' J-= 1 cf J 

are x,, ...... , x..-1 it 

with level of significance cx..(or equivalently: with confidence 
coefficimt / _ c,() , 

If 5 is unknown, we use{~ instead 
),2 - 2. 

of IL 2 
• We then finc1 _, \,2-

the 1-<f.. , corresponding to the level of 
distribution with f-1 degrees of freedom 

significance o< , of a 1_-

( 21) 

Though the 01-

. J 
in many cases 
ti·•ely), which 

and tht final result~= 

are not known exactly, one can 

whether the upper limit ~ n-
, cf 

have been found, is reasonable 

nevertheless judge 

(or 0.,2.nJ re~pec-• 
or not, If thES:c: 
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upper limits are too small, the hypothesis of random mixing 

must be rejected. 
I 

If the ratios n- of the numbers of particles in the samples 
J , h are also unknown, but all samples have about the same size, ~ e 

formulas of section 6 can be used and an upper limit for the 

mean 'YY/, may be determined. The formulas (20) and (21) then 

become 

( 20 I) 

and 

~ 

rn. :=: x* (1 - x.'-') { 2/L (-x.. _ -x.."'/ 
a(. J=' t 

( 21 I) 

Upper limits like these may, if J is known, also be determined 

graphically with the help of the method of KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV 

af' descriiJed in section 5. To that purpose n. == a... n.j- ( or n. = Yn 

respectively) is substituted in (11) or (11•f respectivelyf and 

the graph of ~(x)is drawn for some value a..0 (or 'Yn. 0 respectively 
ofa. (or m. respectively ) . Multiplying a,0 (or 'inc respectively) 

by a f2ctor C amounts to multiplying the values x J by Ve. 
The largest value of C for which ~ (x) is still completely above 
the lower bound for F(x), corresponding to a level of signifi-· 

cance d. , can then easily be determined. The upper limit for 
a (or m- respectively) is then c a..0 (or C m.0 respectively). 

Lower confidence limits could be determined analogously, 

but these ere of less interest ond will not he described here. 

8. The size and the place of the samples. 

The sizes (YLj) of the s2mples used have a large influence 

on the results. Some investigators (for instance LACEY [5]) 
consider this a ser~~us disadvantage for the methods describe~. 

but from a practical viewpoint this should be considered inac

curate. In practice usu2lly ~a~ples up to a certain size are 

used fl'.'om a certain mixture and these samples sh,ould have a rec:·, 

s~nably constant co~rosition, while for still smaller samples 

the composition does not matter very much. 

A remark of this kind m2y be found in DANCKWERTS [3], H-" 

emphasises the impossibility to examine whether a mixture should 

be labelled 11 good 11 or "bad" before the requirements necessary ior 
a "good 11 mj_:;cture are determined. One of the items to be deter-

mined is the size of the samples, which is considered of prac--
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tical importance. A second item in this connection are the places 

where the samples are taken 
The theory described leaves this point still open. The choice 

of these places depends on the alternative hxpothes~s against 
which one wishes to test the hypothesis of random mixing. If one 
wishes to examine the homogeneity of the whole mixture, it is 
best to take the samples systematically from all parts of the 

mixture. If on the other hand one has the idea that the mixing 
is not random in certain places in the mixture, one will take 
th~ &amDl.e.s ~x~~~ly 1n those places~ For still mo-r~ specified 

alternative hypotheees, for instance a trend of the amount of 
the component A in a special direction in the mjxture, or if 
.special parts of the mixture may contain less of component A 
than other parts, it is better to use methods especially desigrud 
to detect defects of a specified kind; such methods will be 
described later. 

As an example of a special alternative, for which the methods 

.cle.sc.ribed. here may be used; we will deal with a Btrongly sim-

pliN.ed m.odel of clottin~. We suppose that the particles of 
component A adhere to each other but not to those of component 

.] , while the particles of component .B also adhere to each 
o.±;her_ Furthermore we tiuppoee that :the 11.,unps -of A and _], all -

have about the same size and contain an average of t grains 

( '1:- unknown)" If the mixing of: these lumps is random, such that 
only the clott.ing will lea9 to a deviation from complet€ ran-• 
.doomess~ then the methods described in section 7 will give an 
upper limit for the number of lumps in the samples; for instead 
of the number of particles the number of lumps will now appear 
in the formulas. If the number of particles in a sample is known,, 
it is possible to compute at once from this upper limit for the 
number of lunps per sample a lower limit for tt. , the amount of 
particles per lump. In the case of samples of equal siz~ for 
instance, formula ( ?.O' ) determines the upper limit 'Wt, for the 

number of lumps, whi.le ~n,, the number of particles per sample., 
is known. 

We then have, with a level of significance d., 

( 22) 

A similar method has been used by BUSLIK [27 to give an es-

timate of "l • He finds (23),0::=:~Lf"or lJL, respec;ively. This es-• 
timate follows from the preceding theory in the same way as (2~. 
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